
1-Getting into IR programming mode. 
Long press "white power on", at first, the LED indication on top of AR1976 will
flash in Red, then it will stay red still, then release the "white power on" button. 
Click "white power on" again, the led indicator will flash in red again, at this time
point your IR remote which you want to be programmed directly to AR1976, and
long press the "power on" of the IR remote, until the LED indicator of AR1976 in 
still RED again, now you are in the programming/copy mode. 

2-Copy your IR remote to AR1976. 
Click the button of AR1976 you want to copy, the LED indicator flashes in RED, 
and then click the knob of the IR remote which you want to be copied, if it is 
programmed successfully, the LED indicator will first flashes in RED more quicker
and then turn to still RED, otherwise it is not successfully. Press the next knob
of AR1976, Repeat above process until you have programmed all of the knobs 
of your IR remote control to AR1976. 

3-Exit IR programming mode. 
click "Green/RED power on" button of AR1976 to exit the IR programming mode. 
4-Now you are ready to use our AR1976 to control everything. 

Click "air mouse" knob to activate air mouse function, click it again to turn 
off this function.  

The indicator flashes in blue while operating the remote control. 
When air mouse function is activated, the indicator will flash 
in blue all the time. If the standing time of the remote control
is more than 15 seconds, then the indicator will go to power
saving mode. As long as move the remote or click any knob, 
the remote control will come back to air mouse mode again. 
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Pause

Insert the USB receiver to the USB host port of your device, then the
remote control will be paired automatically after the load is complete.  
If the remote control flashes in red and blue, then the remote control 
is not paired. Need to repair it following up below steps. 

Press "VOL+" and "VOL-" at the same time, then the indicator 
will flash in red and blue for 5 times and thengo off. 
The indicator will be blue After 2 seconds, the remote control
now enter to pairing mode. Insert the receiver to the USB port 
of your device, and then the remote control near the receiver. 

Blue indicator quickly falshes 3 times and then turn off.
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Indicator keeps in blue, and 30 seconds lator, remote 
control will exit pairing mode automatically.


